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21 IntrodutionNonlinear omplementarity problems arise in many eonomi appliations, most notablyin the applied general equilibrium area [1, 29℄. The past deade has seen an enormousinrease in ability to solve large sale omplementarity problems, due not only to thephenomenal inrease in omputer speed, but also to advanes made in algorithms andsoftware for omplementarity problems. This paper attempts to review some of thoseadvanes, and revisits some older tehniques for the purpose of solving optimizationproblems with omplementarity onstraints, typially termed Mathematial Programswith Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC's) in the literature [22, 26, 32℄.Three advanes in the past two deades have inreased the apability of a mod-eler to solve large sale omplementarity problems. The �rst is the implementation oflarge-sale omplementarity solvers suh as MILES [38℄, PATH [8℄ and SMOOTH [30℄that exploit signi�ant advanes in tehniques of linear algebra and nonlinear optimiza-tion. The seond is the advent of modeling systems that are able to diretly expressomplementarity problems as part of their syntax [3, 39, 13, 15℄ and to pass on the om-plementarity model to the solver. Inluded in this, are so alled mini-languages, suhas MPSGE[40℄, that allow partiular important appliation domains to express theirproblems in a manner onvenient to them. Furthermore, the ability of modeling systemsto provide aurate �rst and seond order derivatives vastly improves the reliability ofthe solver. The third advane is due to the interations that the �rst two foster. Theability of a modeler to generate realisti, large sale models enables the solvers to betested on muh larger and more diÆult lasses of models. In many ases, new mod-els point to de�ienies in partiular faets of a solver whih frequently lead to furtherenhanements and improved reliability [16, 21℄. Furthermore, the ability to solve largerand more omplex omplementarity problems furthers the development of new appliedeonomi models.While it is lear that the state-of-the-art in solution mehanisms for MPEC's isurrently far less satisfatory than that of omplementarity problems, the intent of thepresent paper is to outline tools and approahes that may failitate solution of MPEC's.The intent of providing these tools is to highlight the potential for new questions thatan be asked of this more general model format and to foster the development of a muhbroader and more realisti suite of examples for algorithmi design and improvement.The aim of the paper is to initiate a dialogue between modelers and algorithm developers.The main approah for the solution of optimization problems with omplementarityonstraints used in this paper is a reformulation of the problem as a standard nonlin-ear program, thus enabling solution using existing nonlinear programming algorithms.Attempts to do this in the past have been widespread and muh of this paper buildson the lessons and examples that previous researhers have exhibited. We start thepaper in Setion 2 by outlining several reformulations of the MPEC as a standard non-linear program. Inherent in suh an approah are the tehniques used to proess theomplementarity onstraints, and it is natural to ask whether suh approahes an beused to solve omplementarity problems, essentially the underlying feasibility problem.Suh tehniques were somewhat disredited in the 1970's and 1980's, mainly due to the



3lak of robustness in �nding feasible (hene omplementary) solutions. The past deadehas given rise to new formulations of the omplementarity relationships that warrantfurther investigation, along with signi�ant advanes in robustness and variety of non-linear programming solvers. Setion 3 outlines the tools that we provide to performthe onversion automatially. Assuming the modeler provides a GAMS desription ofthe MPEC, the tools generate a large variety of di�erent but equivalent nonlinear pro-gramming formulations of the model in a variety of input formats. Some preliminaryomputational results using these tools then follow. Setion 4.2 desribes a set of ex-periments to outline how these approahes work on a small subset of omplementarityproblems known to be diÆult to solve. We then proeed to desribe some tehniquesfor dealing with problems that have multiple omplementary solutions. In partiular,an example of how to determine all the Nash equilibria is given. The omplete set ofproblems from MPEClib are then proessed with a number of nonlinear programmingsolvers.2 Formulations of the modelWe onsider the following optimization problem:minx2Rn;y2Rm f(x; y) (2.1)subjet to the onstraints g(x; y) 2 K (2.2)and y solves MCP(h(x; �);B): (2.3)The objetive funtion (2.1) needs no further desription, exept to state that the so-lution tehniques we are intending to apply require that f (g and h) are at least onedi�erentiable, and for some solvers twie di�erentiable.The onstraints (2.2) are intended to represent standard nonlinear programmingonstraints. In partiular, we assume that K is the Cartesian produt of Ki so thatequality onstraints arise whenever Ki = f0g and less-than (greater-than) inequalityonstraints arise when Ki = f� : � � 0g (f� : � � 0g). Sine these onstraints will beunaltered in all our reformulations, we use this notation for brevity.The onstraints that are the onern of this paper are the equilibrium onstraints(2.3). Essentially, these are parametri onstraints (parameterized by x) on the variabley. The equation (2.3) signi�es that y is a solution to the mixed omplementarity problem(MCP) that is de�ned by the funtion h(x; �) and the bound setB. Due to this onstraint(frequently alled an equilibrium onstraint), problems of this form are typially termedmathematial programs with equilibrium onstraints [26, 32℄. We now de�ne the preisemeaning of this statement.We partition the y variables into free F , lower bounded L, upper bounded U anddoubly bounded B variables respetively, that is:B := fy = (yF ; yL; yU ; yB) : aL � yL; yU � bU ; aB � yB � bBg



4where it is assumed (without loss of generality) that aB < bB. Thus the box B representssimple bounds on the variables y.The onstraints (2.3) an now be given a preise meaning. They are entirely equiv-alent to the following system of equalities and inequalities:aL � yL; hL(x; y) � 0 and (yL � aL)ThL(x; y) = 0yU � bU ; hU(x; y) � 0 and (yU � bU )ThU(x; y) = 0 (2.4)and for eah i 2 B exatly one of the following must hold:ai < yi < bi; hi(x; y) = 0yi = ai; hi(x; y) � 0yi = bi; hi(x; y) � 0: (2.5)Note in partiular, that y 2 Rm and h maps into a spae of the same dimension m.Furthermore, the bounds on the variable y determine the onstraints that are satis�edby h. Informally, the onstraints represent orthogonality between the variables y andthe funtion h. Some speial ases are of partiular interest and help illuminate theformulation. Whenever the variable is free (ai = �1 and bi = +1) it follows from (2.5)that hi(x; y) = 0. Thus if all the y variables are free, then the omplementarity problemis simply a system of nonlinear equations, and the MPEC is a nonlinear program. Whilethere may be ases in whih ai = �1 and bi = +1 is desirable, they are not of interestto the tehniques developed here; we simply amalgamate suh funtions hi into g.For a seond example, suppose a lower bound ai is zero (and bi = +1), then by (2.4)it follows that hi is onstrained to be nonnegative, and furthermore that the produtyihi(x; y) must be zero. This latter onlusion follows from the simple fat that eah termin the inner produt given in (2.4) is nonnegative, and a sum of nonnegative terms anbe zero only if eah of the terms themselves are zero. We use this simple fat throughoutthis paper without further referene; it always allows us to treat the omplementarity\inner produt" term either in aggregate form or split up into separate omponents.The variable yi is said to be omplementary to the funtion hi. It is these ases andfurther generalizations with �nite lower and/or upper bounds that are of interest here.Of ourse, the relative number of omplementarity onstraints ompared to the num-ber of general nonlinear onstraints (i.e those involving g) an have signi�ant e�ets onthe type of method that should be hosen to solve the problem. Impliit methods [32℄work well when the omplementarity onstraints dominate and satisfy ertain regularityonditions. They are typially limited by the ability to solve the resulting nonsmoothproblem in the variable x. When the number of omplementarity onstraints are small,then nonlinear programming tehniques should be more appliable. In this paper, weattempt to solve both types of problem using nonlinear programming reformulations.Unfortunately, the onstraints imposed by (2.5) depend on the solution value of y.For this reason, it is often onvenient to introdue new variables wB and vB and rewrite



5(2.5) in an equivalent manner as: wB � vB = hB(x; y)aB � yB � bB; wB � 0; vB � 0(yB � aB)TwB = 0; (bB � yB)TvB = 0: (2.6)We often introdue auxiliary variables for the onstraints (2.4) as well to remove theneed for a nonlinear solver to evaluate the derivatives of hL and hU more than one.Thus, (2.4) an be equivalently written as:wL = hL(x; y); aL � yL; wL � 0 and (yL � aL)TwL = 0vU = �hU (x; y); yU � bU ; vU � 0 and (bU � yU)TvU = 0: (2.7)Note that the size of the model will inrease due to the additional auxiliary variables.We ollet all the \auxiliary de�nitions" together to simplify the ensuing disussion.Thus, we de�ne a set H by(x; y; w; v) 2 H ()g(x; y) 2 K; wL = hL(x; y); vU = �hU(x; y); wB � vB = hB(x; y)and y 2 B; wL � 0; vU � 0; wB � 0; vB � 0:Colleting all these observations together gives the �rst nonlinear programming for-mulation that we will onsider:min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to (yi � ai)wi = �; i 2 L [ B(bi � yi)vi = �; i 2 U [ B: (2.8)All the reformulations we give in this paper are parametrized by a salar value �. For� = 0, the above formulation orresponds preisely to the MPEC given as (2.1), (2.2)and (2.3) with the inner produts treated omponentwise. For positive values of � theomplementarity produt terms are fored to be equal to �; as � is dereased to zero theorresponding solutions lie on what is typially alled the \entral path" in the interiorpoint literature [50℄.It is lear that eah of the terms involved in the inner produts of (2.6) and (2.7) areall themselves nonnegative, and hene the equality with 0 an be replaed by a less-thaninequality: min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to (yi � ai)wi � �; i 2 L [ B(bi � yi)vi � �; i 2 U [ B: (2.9)Again, for � = 0, this orresponds to the MPEC given as (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). For pos-itive values of � this orresponds to a omponentwise relaxation of the original problem.



6 The following formulation aggregates all the omplementarity onstraints:min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to (yL � aL)TwL + (bU � yU)TvU + (yB � aB)TwB+ (bB � yB)TvB � �: (2.10)A partial aggregation an also be arried out:min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to (yL � aL)TwL � �; (bU � yU)TvU � �(yB � aB)TwB � �; (bB � yB)TvB � �: (2.11)There is of ourse a similar aggregation for (2.8) that immediately leads to theproblem min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to (yL � aL)TwL + (bU � yU)TvU + (yB � aB)TwB+ (bB � yB)TvB = �: (2.12)It is well known that the above formulations (for � = 0) have poor theoretial propertiesin terms of the lassial onstraint quali�ations.Instead of using the auxiliary variables wL and vU we an substitute the relevantfuntions into the formulations expliitly. To failitate a more suint desription, weintrodue a new set ~H that ollets the de�nitions together.(x; y; w; v) 2 ~H ()g(x; y) 2 K; y 2 B; hL(x; y) � 0; hU(x; y) � 0and wB � vB = hB(x; y); wB � 0; vB � 0:We rewrite four of the above reformulations with suh an elimination:min(x;y;w;v)2 ~Hf(x; y)subjet to (yi � ai)hi(x; y) = �; i 2 L(bi � yi)hi(x; y) = ��; i 2 U(yi � ai)wi + (bi � yi)vi = �; i 2 B (2.13)
min(x;y;w;v)2 ~Hf(x; y)subjet to (yi � ai)hi(x; y) � �; i 2 L(bi � yi)hi(x; y) � ��; i 2 U(yi � ai)wi � �; (bi � yi)vi � �; i 2 B (2.14)



7
min(x;y;w;v)2 ~Hf(x; y)subjet to (yL � aL)ThL(x; y) � �; (bU � yU)ThU(x; y) � ��(yB � aB)TwB � �; (bB � yB)TvB � � (2.15)

min(x;y;w;v)2 ~Hf(x; y)subjet to (yL � aL)ThL(x; y)� (bU � yU)ThU(x; y) + (yB � aB)TwB+ (bB � yB)TvB = �: (2.16)A di�erent approah involves a penalization of the omplementarity onditions. Weadd a weighted sum of the omplementarity onditions to the objetive funtion, remov-ing the omplementarity onditions from the onstraints in (2.10). By dereasing �, theweight on the omplementarity onditions beomes progressively larger.min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y) + 1�f(yL � aL)TwL + (bU � yU)TvU+(yB � aB)TwB + (bB � yB)TvBg: (2.17)A similar sheme works with (2.16):min(x;y;w;v)2 ~Hf(x; y) + 1�f(yL � aL)ThL(x; y)� (bU � yU)ThU(x; y)+(yB � aB)TwB + (bB � yB)TvBg: (2.18)A simple alulation (suggested in [19℄) allows one to see that for two salars r ands, the following holds: �(r; s) = 0 () r � 0; s � 0 and rs = 0;where �(r; s) := pr2 + s2 � (r + s):Note that � is not di�erentiable at the origin whih may lead to solution diÆulties.To overome the nondi�erentiability problems a variety of smoothing approahes havebeen suggested. Essentially, they replae the solution of the MPEC by a parameter-ized NLP(�), and solve a sequene of problems for dereasing values of � > 0. Theperturbation � guarantees di�erentiability of all onstraint funtions by replaing � by��(r; s) :=pr2 + s2 + �� (r + s):Note that ��(r; s) = 0 if and only if r > 0, s > 0 and rs = �=2. Thus, the omplemen-tarity ondition is satis�ed in the limit as � goes to zero. The formulation given below



8was proposed in [12℄: min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to ��(yi � ai; wi) = 0; i 2 L [ B��(bi � yi; vi) = 0; i 2 U [ B: (2.19)It is also possible to rewrite the omplementarity onstraints as a system of nonlinearequations, namely min(yL � aL; hL(x; y)) = 0min(bU � yU ;�hU(x; y)) = 0min(yB � aB; hB(x; y)) = 0min(bB � yB;�hB(x; y)) = 0: (2.20)While we provide mehanisms to form the nonlinear program using this onstrution, amodeler should note that the following formulation involves nonsmooth funtions andthus appropriate solvers need to be invoked.min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to min(yi � ai; wi) � �; i 2 L [ Bmin(bi � yi; vi) � �; i 2 U [ B (2.21)A smoothed version of (2.20) was proposed in [5℄. In this ase, min(r; s) is replaedby  �(r; s) = r � � log(1 + exp((r � s)=�)):Updating the four equations in (2.20) using this replaement is an alternative way toenfore omplementarity as � is driven to 0:min(x;y;w;v)2Hf(x; y)subjet to  �(yi � ai; wi) = 0; i 2 L [ B �(bi � yi; vi) = 0; i 2 U [ B: (2.22)It is easy to see that the funtions ��, min and  � enfore the nonnegativity oftheir arguments in the limit without needed the additional bounding onstraints. Inthe following we simply remove the bound onstraints in the de�nition of ~H leaving thefollowing:(x; y; w; v) 2 H� ()g(x; y) 2 K; wL = hL(x; y); vU = �hU (x; y); wB � vB = hB(x; y):It is unknown at this time whether the bound statements help or hinder the solutionproess, but the tool we desribe in the next setion allows the modeler to make suh



9hoies, as shown by the examples below:min(x;y;w;v)2H�f(x; y)subjet to ��(yi � ai; wi) = 0; i 2 L [ B��(bi � yi; vi) = 0; i 2 U [ B; (2.23)min(x;y;w;v)2H�f(x; y)subjet to min(yi � ai; wi) = �; i 2 L [ Bmin(bi � yi; vi) = �; i 2 U [ B; (2.24)min(x;y;w;v)2H�f(x; y)subjet to  �(yi � ai; wi) = 0; i 2 L [ B �(bi � yi; vi) = 0; i 2 U [ B: (2.25)Elimination of the auxiliary variables wL and vU within �� gives the following for-mulation: minx2Rn;y2Rm;wB;vBf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K; wB � vB = hB(x; y)��(yi � ai; hi(x; y)) = 0; i 2 L��(bi � yi;�hi(x; y)) = 0; i 2 U��(yi � ai; wi) = 0; ��(bi � yi; vi) = 0; i 2 B: (2.26)We an further eliminate wB and vB and treat �nite upper and lower bounds using anapproah suggested in [2℄:minx2Rn;y2Rmf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K��(yi � ai; hi(x; y)) = 0; i 2 L��(bi � yi;�hi(x; y)) = 0; i 2 U��(yi � ai; ��(�hi(x; y); bi � yi)) = 0; i 2 B: (2.27)Finally, the doubly bounded variables are sometimes treated using an alternativeapproah due to Sholtes:minx2Rn;y2B;w;vf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K; wB = hB(x; y)wL = hL(x; y); vU = �hU(x; y); wL � 0; vU � 0(yi � ai)wi = �; i 2 L(bi � yi)vi = �; i 2 U(yi � ai)wi � �; (bi � yi)wi � ��; i 2 B: (2.28)



10Note this is only exat when � = 0. Elimination of wL and vU then provides the followingformulation.:minx2Rn;y2B;wBf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K; wB = hB(x; y); hL(x; y) � 0; hU(x; y) � 0(yL � aL)ThL(x; y)� (bU � yU)ThU(x; y) = �(yi � ai)wi � �; (bi � yi)wi � ��; i 2 B: (2.29)It is further possible to eliminate wB with or without aggregation on the remainingomplementarity onstraints:minx2Rn;y2Bf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K; hL(x; y) � 0; hU(x; y) � 0(yL � aL)ThL(x; y)� (bU � yU)ThU(x; y) � �(yi � ai)hi(x; y) � �; (bi � yi)hi(x; y) � ��; i 2 B; (2.30)
minx2Rn;y2Bf(x; y)subjet to g(x; y) 2 K; hL(x; y) � 0; hU(x; y) � 0(yi � ai)hi(x; y) = �; i 2 L(bi � yi)hi(x; y) = ��; i 2 U(yi � ai)hi(x; y) � �; (bi � yi)hi(x; y) � ��; i 2 B: (2.31)

In the sequel, we show how eahof these reformulations an be automatially gener-ated from a single problem desription of the MPEC.3 Tools for MPEC Solution3.1 Modeling Language ToolsMPEC's an be modeled in GAMS or AMPL using quite natural syntax. For example,in GAMS we would de�ne the funtions f , g and h with standard \equation" syntax,along with the bounds on the variable y. A full example is given in Appendix A. Tode�ne the atual MPEC model, the following statement is used:model mpemod / deff, defg, defh.y /;Here it is assumed that the objetive (2.1) is de�ned in the equation de�, the generalonstraints (2.2) are de�ned in defg and the funtion h is desribed in defh. The omple-mentarity relationship is de�ned by the bounds on y and the orthogonality relationshipshown in the model delaration using \.". More details for GAMS MPEC models anbe found in [9℄, while similar formulations exist in AMPL [13℄.



11In order to solve these models we propose to automatially reformulate the problemsas nonlinear programs using a \onvert" tool. We provide a solver \nlpe" that automat-ially alls the onvert tool and reports the results in the original GAMS environment.The spei� syntax used by a modeler follows:option mpe=nlpe;solve mpemod using mpe minimizing obj;3.2 The Convert ToolMany solvers are developed that require a partiular form of input, or have been imple-mented to interat with a partiular modeling system. The onvert tool is an evolvingprogram whose purpose is to overome these restritive input formats.Models that are formulated as a GAMS program are typially de�ned in terms ofequations and variables that run over sets that are spei�ed by the modeler. At om-pilation time, all of these equations are resolved into salar equations and variables inorder to be passed onto a partiular solver. Sparse linear algebra and omputationaleÆieny issues are onsidered, and a solver sees a lean model along with routines thatspeify derivative information.At this salar level it is very easy to onvert the model into another input format.For example, the GAMS model an be written out as a salar AMPL model (usingthe option \ampl"). Thus, the original GAMS model an be solved by any solver thataepts AMPL input. In a similar fashion, the BARON link to GAMS uses the onverttool to onvert a GAMS model into BARON's required salar input. Details of the otheronversions possible an be found at http://www.gamsworld.org/translate/.We modi�ed the tool further to allow MPEC's to be reformulated as nonlinear pro-grams at the salar level. In fat, we urrently have 23 di�erent reformulations where theoriginal MCP or MPEC is rewritten as a salar GAMS nonlinear program (i.e. withoutany sets), but with the omplementarity onstraints rewritten using one of the onstrutsof Setion 2.The tool is somewhat more sophistiated than just a simple onverter. The mappingbetween the original variables and the new salar variables is maintained, so that asolution of the original problem an be reovered from the solution of the onvertedproblem. In this way, we an easily develop new \blak box" algorithms for MPEC'sbuilt simply by hanging formulation, starting point and the sequene of parametrisolves.3.3 Options and Parametri SolutionAt the urrent time, there are 23 reformulations provided by the onvert tool. Table 1indiates the internal ode that we use for eah reformulation of the previous setion.To speify using the reformulation (2.8) for example, the modeler uses the option \er= 1" in the �le \nlpe.opt". Details of all the urrent options of \nlpe" are given inTable 2.



12
Table 1: Reformulation number and orresponding de�nitionER# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10(2.8) (2.9) (2.28) (2.12) (2.16) (2.29) (2.30) (2.31) (2.17) (2.18)ER# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20(2.13) (2.26) (2.27) (2.24) (2.21) (2.25) (2.22) (2.15) (2.14) (2.11)ER# 21 22 23(2.10) (2.19) (2.23)

Table 2: Options for the solver NLPECOption Value Default Desriptioner integer 1 Reformulation to be generated.initmu real 0 Initial value of the parameter �. A singlesolve of the nonlinear program is arriedout for this value.numsolves integer 0 Number of extra solves arried out in aloop. This should be set in onjuntionwith the updatefa option.updatefa real 0.1 The fator that multiplies � before eah ofthe extra solves triggered by the numsolvesoption.�nalmu real - Final value of the parameter �. If spei�ed,an extra solve is arried out with � set tothis value.initslo real 0 The lower bound for any auxiliaries thatare added.initsup real inf The upper bound for any auxiliaries thatare added.



13initmu = 0.01numsolves = 5�nalmu = 0(a) Option �le 1 initmu = 1numsolves = 5(b) Option �le 2 initmu = 1numsolves = 3() Option �le 3initmu = 1numsolves = 4(d) Option �le 4 initmu = 1numsolves = 5�nalmu = 0(e) Option �le 5 initmu = 0.2�nalmu = 0.1(f) Option �le 6Figure 1: Option �les used for omputational resultsIt is assumed throughout all the testing that the modeler will have provided startingpoint values for the variables x and y. In all the formulations that add auxiliary variables(w and v) we initialize their values as follows.wB = maxf0; hB(x; y)gvB = maxf0;�hB(x; y)gwL = maxf0; hL(x; y)gvU = maxf0;�hU(x; y)gThe tool provides the ability to hange the onstant hosen here as 0, and also allows anupper bound to be plaed on the starting value for these auxiliary variables. Appropriatehoies for these values is a topi for future researh.Another approah of interest when the omplementarity onstraints dominate theproblem is is to solve the omplementarity problem �rst to generate initial values forthe nonlinear programming solver. This approah has been used suessfully in [18℄ andis a tehnique that is easily available to a modeler using the tools outlined here.In many ases, it is useful to generate a sequene of problems, parameterized by �,that onverge to the solution of the original problem as � goes to zero. The onvert toolgenerates nonlinear programs that involve the salar �. We have provided some extraoptions to the solver \nlpe" that allow updates to � and multiple solves in a loop.We have used a variety of option �les for our omputational tests (see Figure 1) anddesribe them now as examples of the exibility of this sheme. Option �le 1 results in7 nonlinear programs to be solved, the �rst with � = 0:01, followed by 5 more solveswith values of � multiplied eah time by 0:1. The seventh solve has � = 0. Option �le2 has six solves, the �rst with � = 1:0, eah subsequent solve multiplying � by 0:1. Theresulting sequene of solves from option �les 3, 4, 5 and 6 should now be lear.



143.4 Nonlinear Optimization Codes
There are a large number of NLP solvers available for the solution of the reformulatedMPEC and MCP models. We have hosen a subset of these for omputational testing.While all of the solvers hosen enjoy a strong reputation, they were also hosen torepresent di�erent algorithmi approahes.For the MCP problems, we an hoose to do no reformulation and solve the originalmodel using the MCP solver PATH [8, 15, 29, 35℄. PATH implements a generalization ofNewton's method with linesearh applied to an equivalent formulation of a omplemen-tarity problem as a nonsmooth system of equations. The subproblems are solved usinga variant of Lemke's method, a pivotal method for LCP. The pathsearh is ontrolled bythe Fisher merit funtion and resorts to a gradient step of that funtion if the subproblemsolution fails to give appropriate desent. There are some safeguards inluded that helpwhen singularities are enountered. Some omputational enhanements inlude prepro-essing (logial inferenes to redue the size and omplexity of the problem), a rashproedure to �nd a good starting basis and various strategies to overome degeneray.The NLP solver CONOPT [11℄ is a feasible path solver based on the proven GRGmethod, espeially suitable for highly nonlinear models. It also inludes extensions forphase 0, linear mode iterations, a sequential linear programming omponent, and morereently the use of Hessian information. MINOS [31℄ solves NLPs with linear onstraintsusing a quasi-Newton, redued-gradient algorithm. A projeted Lagrangian algorithmwith quadrati penalty funtion is used for the nonlinear onstraints. SNOPT [20℄ ap-plies a sparse sequential quadrati programming (SQP) method , using limited memoryquasi-Newton approximations to the Hessian of the Lagrangian. The merit funtion forsteplength ontrol is an augmented Lagrangian. BARON [42, 45℄ is a omputationalsystem for solving nononvex optimization problems to global optimality. This BranhAnd Redue Optimization Navigator ombines onstraint propagation, interval analysis,and duality in its redue arsenal with enhaned branh and bound onepts.While the solvers mentioned above all run loally, it is also possible to solve modelson a remote mahine. Remote solution is made possible via the Kestrel interfae [10℄to NEOS [7℄, the Network Enabled Optimization Server. Using Kestrel and NEOS, wehave aess to many more NLP solvers, in partiular the interior point (or barrier) meth-ods KNITRO and LOQO. KNITRO [4℄ is a trust region method whih uses sequentialquadrati programming methodology to treat the barrier sub-problems. LOQO [49℄ is aline searh algorithm that has muh in ommon with interior algorithms for linear andonvex quadrati programming. It is interesting to note that both KNITRO and LOQOuse AMPL interfaes; the Kestrel interfae takes advantage of the onvert tool desribedabove to produe an AMPL form of the model in question.



154 Computational Results4.1 Feasibility testsComputational tests of the sort disussed in this paper undersore the need for a separateutility to verify the orretness of the solutions obtained and reate uniform reports oftheir auray. The GAMS \solver" Examiner is suh a utility. GAMS/Examiner isurrently under development and was extended to allow heks for feasibility of theMPEC solutions. It performs three separate heks on MPEC models.The �rst hek is for feasibility in the primal variables x and y with respet to thevariable bounds. The error reported is the maximum violation found. GAMS solverstypially maintain variable bound feasibility with zero tolerane, so there is usuallynothing to report here.The seond hek is for feasibility with respet to the NLP onstraints (2.2) and theequilibrium onstraints (2.3). For the NLP onstraints (2.2), the residual error in theith row is omputed in the obvious way. For the equilibrium onstraints (2.3), however,we only assign a nonzero residual to row i if:1. the mathing variable is in L and hi is negative, or2. the mathing variable is in U and hi is positive, or3. the mathing variable is in F and hi is nonzero.Note that if the mathing variable is in B the residual is set to zero. The error reportedis the maximum residual taken over both sets of onstraints.The third hek is for omplementarity; this hek involves only the equilibriumonstraints (2.3) and the variables y. Again, the error reported is the maximum violationfound, taken now over all the equilibrium onstraints. For eah suh onstraint, weompute errors with respet to the lower and upper variable bounds; the maximum ofthese two is the residual error ri. We desribe this omputation below.1.  = max(0; ai � yi), d = min(1;max(0; yi � ai)).2. ri = max(; dmax(hi; 0))3.  = max(0; yi � bi), d = min(1;max(0; bi � yi)).4. ri = max(ri;max(; dmax(�hi; 0)))Unless the variable y is outside of its bounds (a very unusual ase for any of theNLP solvers tested), the deviation  will always be zero, and the e�et is to assignzero error for the lower bound if hi is negative, and otherwise to sale the error hi bymin(yi � ai; 1). Similarly, we assign zero error for the upper bound if hi is positive, andotherwise sale the error by min(bi� yi; 1). This de�nition of the residual error is takenfrom the GAMS MCP solvers, where it has proven to be very useful in identifying theonstraints of interest in unsolvable, poorly formulated, and partially ompleted models.For the purposes of this paper we delare a solution to be feasible if the maximumresidual is less than 10�5.



164.2 Feasibility ProblemsWe onsider a set of 11 test problems that have historially aused diÆulties to MCPsolvers. All of these are fairly small models; their sizes are given in Table 3.Table 3: MCP modelsName Variables Nonzeros Density (%)ammp 242 1287 2.20duopoly 63 252 6.35ehl kost 101 10200 99.99eletri 158 539 2.16foredsa 186 440 1.27games 16 140 54.69linont 419 23207 13.22pgvon105 105 588 5.33shubik 33 136 12.49simple-ex 17 158 54.67spillmp 110 455 3.76There are several models that have their origins in the eonomis literature. The gen-eral equilibrium model for Cameroon [6℄ has been formulated in a number of ways, herein ammp as an MCP. The model duopoly is a dynami oligopoly model desribedin [27, 28℄. An eletriity ow equilibrium model eletri, a simple exhange modelsimple-ex, a onsumption model with spillover e�ets spillmp were all provided in[41℄. A standard n-player Nash equilibrium problem [48℄ is alled games. The vonTh�unen land use model [44, 14℄ is implemented in pgvon105, while the Shubik-Quintgeneral equilibrium model with money [43℄ is used as the basis for shubik. [36, 37℄provides a series of omplementarity models used for shadow priing in red-blue tatialdeisions, one of whih is alled foredsa.Other examples of omplementarity arise in engineering [17℄. The remaining twomodels are examples of these, inluding a lubriation model ehl kost detailed in [25℄and a frition-ontat problem alled linont desribed in [33℄.Table 4 gives an indiation of whih solver/reformulation ombinations are moste�etive in solving the set of MCP models hosen. E�etiveness is measured here onlyin terms of robustness. In all these feasibility ases, we set up a dummy objetivefuntion of 0. Eah solver/reformulation ombination was tried without options andwith one of the option �les in Figure 1. The results reported are for the more suessful



17of these runs.Table 4: MCP: Suessful solves; olumn headings refer to the reformulation equationnumber Solver MCP ER1 ER2 ER9 ER21 ER23(2.8) (2.9) (2.17) (2.10) (2.23)PATH 9BARON 5 4 5 7 2CONOPT 2 3 3 3 1MINOS 5 6 6 5 3SNOPT 8 5 9 6 3FILTER 4 5 6 3 1KNITRO 1 6 6 0 0LOQO 5 3 4 5 1Several points are lear from these results. Firstly, as should be expeted, a speial-ized omplementarity solver is more robust for solving these feasibility problems, buteven on these diÆult problems, several nonlinear programming algorithms perform wellon ertain reformulations. Seondly, somewhat unexpetedly, the reformulations usingthe Fisher funtion (ER23) seem to ause the nonlinear programming solvers distintdiÆulty for these models. Finally, while Table 4 does not exhibit this fat, for the aseswhere PATH fails, we an solve the problem by one or more of these reformulations.From a modeler's perspetive this is very useful, sine during the development ylemany of the de�ienies of the model are best identi�ed from a solution. Unfortunately,the models that are typially hardest to solve are those with errors in their formulation.Comparison of solution times is quite important, but an easily be misleading. Inthe ase of the solvers tested via the remote Kestrel interfae, it is diÆult to say forertain what mahines the solvers ran on. This and other fators make it diÆult touse solution times for any Kestrel solvers in a meaningful way. For these reasons wehave not inluded the results in the above table. However, timing omparisons an befound at http://www.gamsworld.org/mpe/nlpetests. These show that in generalthe nonlinear programming reformulations are slower than the speialized omplemen-tarity solvers. In order not to repeat results that are given elsewhere, we note that forlarge sale problems, PATH is typially very e�etive and fast. Detailed results an befound in [30℄ for example.It is also lear that by adjusting ertain options (for example feasibility or optimalitytoleranes) to eah of the solvers, a di�erent set of models ould have been solved. We



18limited our omputational testing to the default settings of eah solver. The �nal remarkof this setion onerns the apparent disrepanies between of the results of this setionand Setion 4.4. It is lear that the pure feasibility problems tested in this setion aremore diÆult for the nonlinear programming solvers; we believe this warrants furtherinvestigation in the future.4.3 Small Optimization ProblemsThere is a onsiderable literature on multipliity of solutions to omplementarity prob-lems, arising from appliations of Nash equilibria and from rak propagation in stru-tural mehanis. Determining whih of these multiple solutions satis�es some \optimal-ity riteria" is a problem of signi�ant pratial interest.Sine in many ases the omplementary solutions are isolated, nonlinear program-ming tehniques that �nd loal minimizers are extremely prone to failure, in that whilethey may �nd feasible points, the value of the objetive ould be arbitrarily poor. Inorder to solve these problems reliably, one of two approahes is needed. As usual, the�rst (and most generally appliable) approah requires the modeler to provide a startingpoint that is lose to the solution required. The seond approah is to use a nonlinearprogramming ode that is designed to �nd global solutions. Due to the enormous dif-�ulties of these problem lasses, the seond approah is urrently severely limited inproblem size, but we will outline its use on two small examples to exhibit the potentialof further researh in this area.The �rst problem omes from the mathematial programming literature [24℄ and isa four variable nonlinear omplementarity problem with exatly two isolated solutions,namely (1:2247; 0; 0; 0:5) and (1; 0; 3; 0). We set up two MPEC's, the �rst kojshin3minimizes x3 while the seond kojshin4 minimizes x4. Both of these problems have afeasible set onsisting of two points, and eah has an optimal value of 0. As is to beexpeted, the nonlinear programming algorithms applied to the formulations outlinedabove either fail to �nd a feasible point, or have the tendeny to terminate at the non-optimal solution.However, applying the BARON solver (a global method) to (2.8) with � = 0 solvesboth problems to optimality in under 0.2 ses. In fat, all the feasible points that liein some ompat set an be enumerated for this example if desired using the \numsol-1" option of BARON. There are some potential diÆulties in disriminating amongsolutions that are subjet to rounding error, but in general all solutions will be found.The seond problem of this nature is a Nash equilibrium example given in [23℄. In thisexample, three distint equilibria are known; the models kehoe1, kehoe2 and kehoe3have objetives set up that respetively minimize, maximize the prie variables, or �nda solution losest to the starting point. In order to enumerate the distint equilibria,we found it easiest to use BARON on a modi�ation of kehoe1; we �rst found theequilibrium that minimized the sum of the pries, then added an extra onstraint onthe prie sum to exlude that solution. Thus, with three solves under BARON, we wereable to enumerate all the equilibria, without speial knowledge of starting points. Afourth solve on�rmed that no more equilibria existed within the (large) ompat set



19used for the problem variables. The model �le given in Appendix A was used for thispurpose. Note that the omplementarity problem is de�ned using the \." notationand that the inome de�nitions an be treated as general nonlinear onstraints. Therestrition equation removes solutions for whih the sum of the pries is less than 3.64.These tehniques are unlikely to work for large sale problems. In these ases, it islikely that multistart or sampling methods will be needed to improve the likelihood ofgenerating a global solution. Some promising approahes that an be used from withinGAMS are given in [47, 34℄.4.4 Larger Optimization ProblemsTehniques for solving larger problems annot rely on the sampling tehniques or enu-merative/branh and redue tehniques that work well on small problems. Instead,urrently, muh more emphasis is plaed on the modeler to provide problems for whihthe omplementarity problems have nie properties (ie stability under perturbations, lo-al uniqueness, et), and for whih good starting points are known or an be e�etivelygenerated.We have taken as our test bed for MPEC's the MPEClib problems. Details on prob-lem size and harateristis an be found in Appendix B. MPEClib urrently ontains92 problems. For eah of these problems we attempted solution with eah of 40 di�er-ent reformulation / option �le ombinations and eah of the 4 NLP solvers BARON,CONOPT, MINOS, and SNOPT, for a total of 14,720 solves.The solution results for the di�erent formulations we outlined in Setion 3 are givenin Table 5. The left hand olumn showd both the reformulation and the option �leused. Thus er21.1 uses option �le 1 from Figure 1, whereas er21.0 uses default values,both with ER 21 from Table 1. For brevity, we only report the perentage of times thatthe solvers terminated in less than 10 seonds of CPU time with a feasible solution ofthe MPEC. If a partiular option �le signi�antly outperforms an alternate, we have notreported the poorer results. We have not reported any results for er14 and er15 sine thereformulations are nonsmooth. The reformulations er16 and er17 perform poorly due toevaluation errors that our in the exponential. The row er*.any reports the perentageof suesses of eah solver on any reformulation with any option �le. The olumn anysolvindiates the perentage of models solved with eah reformulation/option ombinationand at least one of the 4 solvers.Table 6 show how well the objetives were minimized ompared to the best solutionthat any solver found over all reformulations. We believe this table shows that theapproahes postulated here are extremely promising and allow both small and mediumsale MPEC's to be solved with a variety of algorithms. More details on our testingstrategy, oupled with more detailed results of all the tests we performed are availableathttp://www.gamsworld.org/mpe/nlpetests.It is lear that on this test set, a variety of the reformulations are very e�etiveways to �nd both feasible solutions and good loally optimal solutions of the MPEC. Inpartiular, it seems that (ordered by inreasing solution times) er3 (2.28), er21 (2.10),
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Table 5: Perentage of suessful solves resulting in feasible solutions of MPEC usingthe NLP reformulations of Setion 3 with GAMS solver linksCONOPT MINOS SNOPT BARON anysolver1 .0 73 39 76 46 85er1 .1 82 58 78 50 90er2 .0 72 40 80 46 88er2 .1 75 73 71 70 90er3 .1 82 58 79 51 90er4 .0 71 64 71 66 87er4 .1 72 84 65 75 89er5 .0 61 60 70 64 86er5 .1 68 52 55 71 87er6 .0 58 59 68 63 85er7 .0 53 64 75 67 86er8 .0 62 37 60 53 84er9 .3 63 54 63 47 79er10 .4 51 48 54 34 72er11 .1 79 49 65 59 88er12 .0 41 60 73 63 85er12 .5 72 58 64 66 89er13 .0 37 60 68 64 85er13 .5 71 61 68 66 89er16 .0 4 8 8 13 15er17 .0 9 9 8 16 17er18 .0 59 67 77 72 89er19 .0 70 32 76 57 85er20 .0 73 66 76 72 89er20 .1 78 86 71 79 91er21 .0 71 64 74 70 87er21 .1 76 83 67 77 89er21 .5 76 84 64 77 89er22 .5 71 47 63 43 90er23 .5 75 67 63 64 90er*.any 96 91 91 85 96
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Table 6: Perentage of solves resulting in solutions of MPEC (within 1% of the bestfound) using GAMS solver linksCONOPT MINOS SNOPT BARON anysolver1 .0 43 20 49 41 63er1 .1 64 43 61 41 80er2 .0 43 18 45 41 63er2 .1 47 55 51 55 76er3 .1 64 43 60 42 82er4 .0 39 35 39 52 66er4 .1 41 53 40 58 72er5 .0 26 23 36 47 62er5 .1 43 38 40 59 76er6 .0 24 22 35 46 61er7 .0 26 21 35 49 62er8 .0 35 22 32 37 61er9 .3 45 42 41 41 62er10 .4 37 37 42 32 57er11 .1 59 36 40 40 71er12 .0 26 35 46 32 57er12 .5 61 33 49 46 78er13 .0 22 35 41 33 57er13 .5 61 36 53 45 77er16 .0 4 7 7 8 10er17 .0 8 7 7 10 10er18 .0 30 25 38 53 65er19 .0 36 21 40 34 60er20 .0 43 38 45 55 71er20 .1 49 57 45 64 76er21 .0 41 35 42 54 68er21 .5 54 60 49 63 80er22 .5 64 28 41 37 78er23 .5 64 48 52 51 75er*.any 95 75 85 83 96



22er1 (2.8), er22 (2.19) and er13 (2.27) (oupled with an appropriate option �le) are verypromising solution approahes.In a reent paper [46℄, a suite of MPEC examples were desribed along with a vari-ety of tehniques to solve them. The results reported there seem to broadly agree withthe results desribed herein. In partiular, for large, hard examples, the formulationsinvolving the Fisher funtion (espeially formulation er22) were found to be most ef-fetive in terms of solution time, and objetive value. The other point of note is thatthe penalization approahes (2.17) and (2.18) do not perform as well here as expeted.This may be due to the diÆulties assoiated with hoosing good penalty parametersover the large lass of examples.
5 ConlusionsThis paper has desribed the notion of a mathematial program with equilibrium on-straints and given several reformulations of suh problems as standard nonlinear pro-gramming problems. It has outlined several tools to failitate the automati generationof these formulations from a GAMS spei�ation of the original problem.A number of algorithms have been applied to solve a suite of MPEC models thathave been olleted from a variety of appliation domains. All the examples ited in thispaper are available from the gamsworld website at http://www.gamsworld.org/mpe/.Several onlusions an be drawn. Firstly, the ability to formulate problems withomplementarity onstraints as nonlinear programs enhanes the ability of a modeler touse omplementarity as a tehnique for answering important eonomi questions. Wehave demonstrated both improvements in overall robustness, and several new tehniquesfor exploring more thoroughly the solution spae. Seondly, tools for reformulation pro-vide a variety of solution tehniques for MPEC's. While this paper does not showde�nitively what solver or whih formulation is to be preferred, it does give a modelera suite of tools that allow him/her to generate solutions of these problems. In par-tiular, a modeler is able to write down an expliit formulation of the problem as anMPEC, and use these tools to generate the required equations to treat omplementar-ity, as opposed to having to generate di�erent model desriptions for eah spei� wayof proessing omplementarity. Thirdly, the ability to reliably solve large and omplexmodels with omplementarity onstraints should enable appliations (suh as optimaltari� determination) to be proessed by modelers more readily in the very near future.It is hoped that the tehniques outlined here will provide a basis for future appliationwork in this area, and will generate more of the interations between modelers andalgorithmi developers that have proven so suessful in the omplementarity �eld. Onearea of partiular interest in applying MPEC models is the hoie of optimal tari�s.There is a need for large sale algorithms in this ase due to the size and detail of theunderlying datasets. Suh problems are regarded as extremely diÆult.
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27Appendix A Example of GAMS MPEC syntax$TITLE Multiple equilibria in a simple GE modelSET G GOODS /G1*G4/S SECTORS /S1,S2/C CONSUMERS /C1*C4/;TABLE E(G,C) Fator endowmentsC1 C2 C3 C4G1 5G2 5G3 40G4 40TABLE ALPHA(G,C) Budget sharesC1 C2 C3 C4G1 0.52 0.86 0.50 0.06G2 0.40 0.10 0.20 0.25G3 0.04 0.02 0.2975 0.0025G4 0.04 0.02 0.0025 0.6875TABLE A(G,S) Ativity analysis matrixS1 S2G1 6 -1G2 -1 3G3 -4 -1G4 -1 -1POSITIVEVARIABLES Y(s) Ativity levelP(g) Relative prie;VARIABLES OBJH() Inome level;EQUATIONS PROFIT, MARKET, INCOME, OBJDEF;OBJDEF.. OBJ =E= SUM(G,P(G));* The following onstraint removes one equilibriumRESTRICT.. SUM(G,P(G)) =G= 3.64;PROFIT(S).. SUM(G, -A(G,S)*P(G)) =G= 0;



28MARKET(G).. SUM(C, E(G,C)) + SUM(S, A(G,S)*Y(S))=G= SUM(C, ALPHA(G,C) * H(C)/P(G));INCOME(C).. H(C) =E= SUM(G, P(G) * E(G,C));P.L(G) = 1;* Protet against domain violationsP.LO(G) = 1e-4;* Fix a numeraireP.FX("G1") = 1;MODEL KEHOE /OBJDEF, PROFIT.Y, MARKET.P, INCOME/;Solve KEHOE using MPEC min obj;



29Appendix B Model Statistis for Test ProblemsName m n nz nlnzAAMPEC_1 70 72 430 247AAMPEC_2 70 72 430 247AAMPEC_3 70 72 430 247AAMPEC_4 70 72 430 247AAMPEC_5 70 72 430 247AAMPEC_6 70 72 430 247BARD1 5 6 14 2BARD2 10 13 33 4BARD3 6 7 19 5BARTRUSS3_0 29 36 96 38BARTRUSS3_1 29 36 96 38BARTRUSS3_2 29 36 96 38BARTRUSS3_3 27 34 90 38BARTRUSS3_4 27 34 90 38BARTRUSS3_5 27 34 90 38DEMPE 4 5 9 5DEMPE2 3 4 7 5DESILVA 5 7 13 10EX9_1_1M 8 9 23 0EX9_1_2M 6 7 14 0EX9_1_3M 7 9 23 0EX9_1_4M 5 6 12 0FINDA10L 229 211 877 200FINDA10S 229 211 877 200FINDA10T 229 211 877 200FINDA15L 229 211 877 200FINDA15S 229 211 877 200FINDA15T 229 211 877 200FINDA30S 229 211 877 200FINDA30T 229 211 877 200FINDA35L 229 211 877 200FINDA35S 229 211 877 200FINDA35T 229 211 877 200FINDB10L 203 198 812 200FINDB10S 203 198 812 200FINDB10T 203 198 812 200FINDB15L 203 198 812 200FINDB15S 203 198 812 200FINDB15T 203 198 812 200FINDB30L 203 198 812 200



30FINDB30S 203 198 812 200FINDB30T 203 198 812 200FINDB35L 203 198 812 200FINDB35S 203 198 812 200FINDB35T 203 198 812 200FINDC10L 187 190 772 200FINDC10S 187 190 772 200FINDC10T 187 190 772 200FINDC15L 187 190 772 200FINDC15S 187 190 772 200FINDC15T 187 190 772 200FINDC30L 187 190 772 200FINDC30S 187 190 772 200FINDC30T 187 190 772 200FINDC35L 187 190 772 200FINDC35S 187 190 772 200FINDC35T 187 190 772 200FJQ1 7 8 21 10FRICTIONALBLOCK_1 682 682 2690 0FRICTIONALBLOCK_2 1154 1154 4618 0FRICTIONALBLOCK_3 854 854 3338 0FRICTIONALBLOCK_4 979 979 3776 0FRICTIONALBLOCK_5 1025 1025 3924 0FRICTIONALBLOCK_6 2855 2855 11364 0GAUVIN 3 4 8 2HQ1 2 3 5 2KEHOE1 11 11 49 20KEHOE2 11 11 49 20KEHOE3 11 11 49 24KOJSHIN3 5 5 18 8KOJSHIN4 5 5 18 8MSS 5 6 26 25NAPPI_A 98 116 330 88NAPPI_B 98 116 330 88NAPPI_C 98 116 330 88NAPPI_D 98 116 330 88OUTRATA31 5 6 17 10OUTRATA32 5 6 18 11OUTRATA33 5 6 18 11OUTRATA34 5 6 20 13OZ3 6 7 19 0QVI 3 5 9 4THREE 4 3 8 6TINLOI 101 105 10201 100



31TINQUE_DHS2 4834 4805 65315 13024TINQUE_DNS2 4834 4805 65315 13024TINQUE_MIS2 4066 4037 48803 10912TINQUE_PSS2 4578 4549 59555 12320TINQUE_SWS2 4578 4549 59555 12320TINQUE_SWS3 5699 5671 67397 17920TOLLMPEC 2377 2380 10488 1754


